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							Slovakia Tours

							
							sharing the real Slovakia with you from 2003.						
							
							
									 
														- Travelslovakia.sk - Slovakia Tours rating based on 435 reviews 
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									Our aim is to show and share the beauty of Slovakia with people around the globe, based on our local know-how, offering our personal service.				
								
								
								Yours sincerely Martin (& son☺), Lenka, Barbora
								
								

							
								


								


					


						
						
					
						
							
							
								
								
									
										Guided Slovakia tours & Central Europe trips 

										
											We are offering a unique travel experience. 
											We provide a colourful selection of Slovakia tours 
											(trip covers transport, accommodation, boarding and guides). 
											Group numbers are limited so as to maintain a sense of personal contact with our tour guides. 
											As well as our set list of Slovakia tours, clients can devise their own personal tour choices 
											from our offer, and create a trip which is entirely suited to their own preferences. 
											Clients may wish to combine a few days walking with sightseeing activities.	
										

									

								
						
							

								
									
										Self-guided Slovakia tours

										
											Would you prefer to discover Slovakia independently? 
											If so then an self-guided tour is the perfect solution for you.
											Walking and Hiking along the trails and experiencing the sights, 
											sounds and smells of authentic Slovakia independently will give you 
											an enormous sense of accomplishment. Self-guided walking and hiking tours
											are designed to be completely flexible. We offer the best choice of well designed self-guided holidays in the 
											Tatras Mountains, Banska Stiavnica, Bratislava & Little Carpathians, Mala Fatra & Slovensky raj.
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						Customer's testimonials

						Tours to Slovakia from US, UK, EU & all around the world

						
	
		
							
								
									
										 - by Andy and Barb from the USA
										
										Hi Lenka,

Barb and I had a wonderful tour of Slovakia!  The tour was well organized and scheduled without any problems, so thank you very much for your efforts. 
 Lucia was an excellent guide and was very accommodating to our requests and questions.  We were shown all of the planned sights plus some extra ones that Lucia was able to fit into our schedule. 
 Lucia was very knowledgeable and often explained information in good detail for food,
										
									

								

							

							
    	
							
								
									
										 - by Margaret from the USA
										
										Hi Barbora

I’m sorry I didn’t write back sooner.  We are in Poland now and doing so much during the day, I’m exhausted to check email in the evening!

Anyways, we enjoyed the tour to Slovakia very much.  Everything was fine, and we had no problems.

Thank you for arranging the trip for my son and me!
										
									

								

							

							
    	
							
								
									
										 - by Dorothy from the USA
										
										Lenka,

I am at airport waiting to fly back to New York.


I know I have been repeating myself - thank you so much again for the seamless and perfect arrangement throughout the trip. 
I really appreciate it. I have enjoyed a lot and vote of thanks to the local guides and drivers as well; everyone has been very nice and helpful.


I will recommend this trip and your company to my family and friends if they want to visit Central Europe.


										
									

								

							

							
    	
							
								
									
										 - by Kevin Rushby from UK
										
										 Family hiking trip - Hut to hut selfguided tour 

http://www.theguardian.com/travel/2015/sep/05/great-eastern-europe-road-trip-slovakia-high-tatra
										
									

								

							

							
    	
							
								
									
										 - by Mary Ann & Tom Bender from USA
										
										Hello Lenka,

I spoke to Mr and Mrs Bender and they were very pleased with your services, especially with your guide, Lucy. They said their trip "could not have been better". 

They were so pleased to meet 4 cousins in Belja and then to be welcomed into their homes.It was very nice of you to arrange this in advance.

They also were very pleased with the hotels and location, and your recommendation to go to southern Poland to finish. 

So 
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											Martin

											Founder, Guide
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											Lenka

											Tour manager, Guide
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											Barbora

											Tour & accommodation assistant
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